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Presentation Notes
Script: Welcome to our live webinar “3 Trends to Shape CX in 2020: How Accessibility Helps Create an Inclusive Culture of Customer Experience.” WE ARE PSYCHED TO BE HERE TODAY. My name is Eric. Feinberg. My entire career has been in creating inclusive customer experiences.Accessibility is the final frontier in CX. When you have experiences that are completely accessible, you can win.



Helen Henriques 

Former COO 

Sky Regional Airlines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script: ERIC: My colleague Helen Henriques is AWESOME. As you heard, she was COO of Sky Regional Airlines and has developed policies and procedures to operationalize this reality. That photo was from Wings Magazine where she was honored as ________. She is humble, she would never mention that. Accessibility is a concept that has entered the business world with tremendous velocity and ferocity. The consequences of not offering accessible experiences are costly and brand‑debilitating. We are here today to talk about Accessibility & Creating an Inclusive Culture of Customer Experience. We at eSSENTIAL Accessibility know about digital accessibility, making your sites, apps, and online products fully accessible. Before we hear from Helen, let’s learn from someone who is visually impaired, Marc, he knows a thing or two about accessibility.








POLL QUESTION: 

How familiar are you with accessibility? 
• Very familiar. I’m an accessibility professional and it’s a primary part of my job. 

• Somewhat familiar. I know what accessibility is but I want to learn more. 

• Not familiar.That’s why I’m on this webinar! 



3 TRENDS TO SHAPE CX IN 2020 

T R E N D # 1 

Consider All 

Customer Needs 

If you can get disability right, 
you can get customer 
experience right. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script:HELEN: If you can get disability right, you can get customer experience right. Trend #1 for us is this: Consider All Customer Needs. Everyone travels...in the airline world, we get to see all of humanity. And we need to be ready to deliver great customer service to everyone. Including all of you. Including tall people. Including young people. Including people with disabilities. When I worked as COO of Sky Regional Airlines, like you, I had the responsibility to put in policies and procedures to serve all customers. This is a trend for 2020 because, as in life, sometimes things are out of style and sometimes things are in style. This is a time to remind you that being inclusive is always in style, and it our trend #1. It is about inclusivity and dignity – treating people with respect – and earning that trust to have them be loyal customers. [Helen to add]Notes:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script: ERIC: Trust. I love that word. Trust. Trust is earned. Loyalty is earned. There are 3 types of loyalty: Bought. Convenience. Earned. Bought refers to loss-leading loyalty programs, Convenience refers to Delta in Detroit, I went to the University of Michigan and know that. And Earned, the kind you want. The kind that people say: Wow, I didn’t realize airlines treated people this way, in a good way. In a market economy, I am going to vote with my wallet because their earned my business.You travel all over the world so let me describe what you are dealing with here globally. What is disability and how big is the market? 1.3 Billion people globally with disabilities, etc. etc.. The other side of the coin of disability is accessibility. Accessibility is…Notes:
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Presentation Notes
Script: ERIC: Trust. I love that word. Trust. Trust is earned. Loyalty is earned. There are 3 types of loyalty: Bought. Convenience. Earned. Bought refers to loss-leading loyalty programs, Convenience refers to Delta in Detroit, I went to the University of Michigan and know that. And Earned, the kind you want. The kind that people say: Wow, I didn’t realize airlines treated people this way, in a good way. In a market economy, I am going to vote with my wallet because their earned my business.You travel all over the world so let me describe what you are dealing with here globally. What is disability and how big is the market? 1.3 Billion people globally with disabilities, etc. etc.. The other side of the coin of disability is accessibility. Accessibility is…Notes:



1.3 Billion People 
With Disabilities Globally 

Over 60 Million People 
With Disabilities Make it the 
Largest Minority Group in US 

19.3% of Americans 
Self-identify as Having a Disability 

Friends And Family Represent Another 
105 Million Consumers Who Have an 

Emotional Connection to Disability 

People With Disabilities Control 
$2 Trillion in Income Globally 
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Script: ERIC: Trust. I love that word. Trust. Trust is earned. Loyalty is earned. There are 3 types of loyalty: Bought. Convenience. Earned. Bought refers to loss-leading loyalty programs, Convenience refers to Delta in Detroit, I went to the University of Michigan and know that. And Earned, the kind you want. The kind that people say: Wow, I didn’t realize airlines treated people this way, in a good way. In a market economy, I am going to vote with my wallet because their earned my business.You travel all over the world so let me describe what you are dealing with here globally. What is disability and how big is the market? 1.3 Billion people globally with disabilities, etc. etc.. The other side of the coin of disability is accessibility. Accessibility is…Notes:



capable of being understood or appreciated: the 
author's most accessible stories, an accessible film 

easily used or accessed by people with disabilities 



3 TRENDS TO SHAPE CX IN 2020 

T R E N D # 2 

Control 

The Narrative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trend #2: Control The Narrative. We will teach you today how to control the narrative but let’s start with an industry example of how not to do it.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Watching the news in L.A., I saw this. Introduced from the studio, a story about an airline fail involving a kid with a TBI.Cut to ringside at LAX. This 6-minute story was NOT good for this airline. I have hidden the airline here because it doesn’t matter. This is about inclusion, how to inspire all of you to be more inclusive.Cut to this! My buddy Eric and his son Holton. Holton had a post-birth TBI and uses a wheelchair, support animal, he needs assistance while traveling.Short story: He paid extra for extra legroom AND he filed all the paperwork for better access for boarding but without consideration for that…A surprise seat reassignment cancel his travel because the family wouldn’t fit.He lit it up on social media because he is a disability advocate and has a nonprofit Holton’s Heroes that raises money for kids like him. CEO of airline sees it, calls crew at LAX, tries to make it right.The learning here is that all of these bad publicity experiences are solvable by better passenger experience policies and by promoting inclusion when you can.As his Dad tells it to me over hummus one day, he’s not the family you want to have in front of you inERIC: Trend #2: Control The Narrative. Ok, ok, so we sized this market. The market is huge. There is revenue potential there but also fear. Sometimes it feels like too much when you see on billions of people. So let’s meet one, my friend Eric and his son Holton. So…you might not know how to the specific accessibility needs for a kid with a post-birth traumatic brain injury that is traveling with his support animal, his specialized wheelchair, his parents and his sister Stella. And that’s okay. Until this happened to my friend Eric, he didn’t either. And neither did American Airlines. The story is this: going back to his hometown of Philly, the airline switched his seats from spacious business-class style legroom in economy to the back of the plane. Yes, he filled out the forms weeks ahead. He tried the customer service channels. Nothing. Go to the airport. What does someone who is an advocate do? He get to the CEO. And this happens…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there are many, many other travelers like my friend Eric and his awesome family.By the way, if you want to learn from a person like him what it takes to have a great passenger experience from him, email me and I will put you in touch. ERIC: Trend #2: Control The Narrative. Ok, ok, so we sized this market. The market is huge. There is revenue potential there but also fear. Sometimes it feels like too much when you see on billions of people. So let’s meet one, my friend Eric and his son Holton. So…you might not know how to the specific accessibility needs for a kid with a post-birth traumatic brain injury that is traveling with his support animal, his specialized wheelchair, his parents and his sister Stella. And that’s okay. Until this happened to my friend Eric, he didn’t either. And neither did American Airlines. The story is this: going back to his hometown of Philly, the airline switched his seats from spacious business-class style legroom in economy to the back of the plane. Yes, he filled out the forms weeks ahead. He tried the customer service channels. Nothing. Go to the airport. What does someone who is an advocate do? He get to the CEO. And this happens…



Promote inclusion when you can 
ADA Title III Website Accessibility Lawsuits in Federal Court 

2017 

2018 

814 

2258 177% increase over 2017 

Source: adatiteliii.com 

ADA ACAA EN 301 549 WCAG Section 508 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script: HELEN: Trend #2 is Control The Narrative. Promote inclusion when you can because when you don’t it might not go well. We did this at my airline. We purchased a specialized chairlift for passengers with physical impairments so as to not have the flight attendants awkwardly carry someone up a steep flight of stairs. Be proactive, don’t do it when you have to. Not only is it GREAT for the passenger experience, it positively promotes the brand and projects a disability-friendly image. We all need differentiation in a modern market. You will be amazed by what an authentic inclusion program can do for both the customers and, as I know from my experience, for the employees and their morale.Keep in mind that this is not just a nice thing to do, or the right thing, which it is, but it has become a very litigiuous world accessibility. Lawsuits are on the rise, especially for digital accessibility. My new company is not an airline, we are spedcialists in digital accessibility. And while the laws might be national, guidelines are global: WCAG rules all from a goverance standpoint, so if you see any of these acronyms, have a demand letter, and want to talk about it, we are here for you.



3 TRENDS TO SHAPE CX IN 2020 

T R E N D # 3  

Embrace New 

Technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script:HELEN: I love Trend #3, Embrace New Technologies. When I was at Sky Regional, I always said to myself…what problem are we trying to solve. How do we create a better passenger experience? How do we create a better experience for our employees? The pilot experience. That last one was really important tome. We introduced a paperless cockpit before it was cool to do that. I am so proud of that work. I embraced new technologies only after we at the executive team decided to solve this very important problem. If we could have done it without tech, we probably would have. Know what you want before choosing a tool. Paperless Cockpit Story. [1 minute]





Assistive Technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HELEN:I made the move from the airline industry and kept my passion for accessibility and inclusion when I joined eSSENTIAL Accessibility. I talk to all of our clients, some of you I hope soon and what I heard from my colleagues in the air sector is this: Accessibility can be scary. I hear from my airline friends that if my airline is not great at it why would I want to highlight it. Well, it’ll happen to you at some point, could be a kid with special needs like Eric’s friend, it could be something else. Allow me to be clear: implementing accessibility is NOT going to hinder you, that is not the case now. Every single on of your websites is not completely accessible. I know this because no one is perfect. The fact is when we did some testing using our automated tools we found critical errors. The key is to get on the path to accessibility.So, what happens when someone has a war injury, has CP, is blind, and cannot engage with the web using a point and click mouse and monitor setup? They use assistive technology. And I want to show you how it works, to demystify it.  [VIDEO: Spiro video of “We can do an amazing AT demo on the Azul or Qantas website and book and airline tickets with your hands tied behind your back.”











Presenter
Presentation Notes
With empathy comes action and with action comes inclusion.










Leading Organizations Across Sectors Use Us 

Healthcare 

Financial 
Services 

Manufacturers 

Retail and 
eCommerce 

Travel 



Accessibility 
as a Service 

Risk 
Mitigation 

Training &
Enablement 

Accessibility
Program

Management 

Compliance
Software & 

Audits 

Assistive CX 
Technology 

Brand 
Purpose & 

Responsibility 



3 TRENDS TO SHAPE CX IN 2020 
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Presentation Notes
Softball questions:(For Helen) What industries are most susceptible to accessibility issues?(Eric) There are a lot of different accessibility laws out there. But if we are a global company, which do we turn to/follow?



Learn More

learn@essentialaccessibility.com 

eric@essentialaccessibility.com 
helen@essentialaccessibility.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script: ERIC: My colleague Helen Henriques is AWESOME. As you heard, she was COO of Sky Regional Airlines and has developed policies and procedures to operationalize this reality. That photo was from Wings Magazine where she was honored as ________. She is humble, she would never mention that. Accessibility is a concept that has entered the business world with tremendous velocity and ferocity. The consequences of not offering accessible experiences are costly and brand‑debilitating. We are here today to talk about Accessibility & Creating an Inclusive Culture of Customer Experience. We at eSSENTIAL Accessibility know about digital accessibility, making your sites, apps, and online products fully accessible. Before we hear from Helen, let’s learn from someone who is visually impaired, Marc, he knows a thing or two about accessibility.
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